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 New this 

year: Pro Vest 

XV (left) and 

Pro-Lite K 

insert (above)

Fold-back flip front

Chin bar goes to the back of 

the helmet and locks in place.

To bring it forwards again, flip

the edge clear of this little lug.

SHARK’S EVOLINE FLIP-FRONT helmet, where the chin 

bar rolls all the way to the back of the helmet, has been 

massively popular. This updated version features a 

slightly slicker mechanism for a better seal and the shell 

has been reshaped for better aerodynamics. 

In use, it’s certainly quiet. The release button for the flip 

is a bit small and fiddly, but you get used to it. There’s a 

ratchet-type fastener and an easy-to-use integral sun 

visor. There’s a large Max Vision Pinlock covering the 

whole of the visor, though it seems like a fairly mist-free 

lid anyway. It’s light, quiet and plush – a good helmet. SW

Shark Evo-One helmet 
£310 (plain), £330 (graphics)

www.shark-helmets.com

 Flip the chin bar to the back 

for the fully open-faced style…

 …or close it up and drop the 

sun visor for a fighter-pilot look

Held Adventure Evo rucksack
£74.99

www.held-uk.co.uk

LOOKS LIKE A great rucksack, doesn’t 

it? That’s what I thought too. The 28-litre 

main pocket can be divided in two, 

opening at the top and on the front, the 

fluoro rain cover clips securely in place, 

there’s a chest strap and waist belt to 

spread the load and the comfy, padded 

shoulder straps are height-adjustable. 

Unfortunately, one strap came 

unstitched within 100 miles of use – and 

a replacement bag didn’t even last that 

long. It’s a big disappointment, as the 

Held gloves, suits and on-bike luggage 

we’ve tested is all really well-made. SW

Forcefield
Pro Vest XV £119.99
www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com

FORCEFIELD’S GROWING 

RANGE of base layers 

incorporating armour now 

includes the Pro Vest XV. It’s  

a zip-up top with a Level 2 

CE-approved back protector and  

a chest protector either side of the 

front zip. Light, easy to use, and 

perfect for wearing inside a jacket that 

has only elbow and shoulder armour. 

The Northants firm have also launched 

an upgraded range of lightweight slot-in 

back protectors in various shapes and 

sizes, priced from £49.99. COLIN OVERLAND

Crane Men’s Motorcycle
Leather Jacket £99.99

www.aldi.co.uk

IF YOU’RE READING this later than mid 

March, you’re probably too late. It’s a 

biker jacket – a proper protective leather 

jacket – that forms part of this spring’s 

motorcycle Specialbuys promotion at 

discount supermarket chain Aldi. They 

get them in, then when they’re gone 

they’re gone. In previous years their 

stuff has ranged from the excellent to 

the ordinary. This one is 100 quid well 

spent: good buffalo leather, removable 

thermal liner, proper armour, zipped 

vents, with styling neutral enough to 

work off the bike. CO

 Great 

features, 

terrible 

stitching


